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Lou Will releases mixtape 

Curtis Compton

By Chris Vivlamore

It has been a busy offseason for Lou Williams.

The Hawks guard has been rehabbing a torn ACL and hopes to be ready for the start of training camp. He also has been in
a studio recording his recently released mixtape entitled 'Here Goes Nothin' under the name Lou Will.
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There are 16 tracks and the mixtape features other artists including 2 Chainz, Meek Mill, The Casey Boys from Jagged Edge,
K. Michelle and Quez from Travis Porter.

You can see the cover art and listen to the tracks here.

I listened to the tracks for language and content. Nothing major. I will leave the reviews to you and those far more qualified.

Williams announced the release of the mixtape via Twitter Tuesday.
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Posted by Ms_Dee at 3:45 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Actually I heard it on Tuesday when he announced it on his twitter page..Im not much into rap but I wanted to chk him out to
see what he could do..sounded pretty good..my song was track #7 (number 1)

Posted by -OBrien- at 4:34 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB,

Ms Dee,

"Italian team Scandone Avellino is interested in Ivan Johnson. The power forward will decide in a week if he will play outside
the NBA next season. China and Italy are his priorities. Tuttobasket.net"

I don't understand why an NBA team has not signed Ivan. With such little interest, I think he can be had for the vet min. 

Come on Hawks. Go get him. For cheap

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:47 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse
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OB,

To be honest with u, I believe Ferry would have re-signed him if he would not have had his issues with the team and Drew a
few times last season, esp with Korver during the playoffs..had he been on his best behavior the whole season, Ivan would
have been a Hawk by now.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:50 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Jared Zwerling: Source: For the past 2 days, the Pelicans have worked out Reyshawn Terry, Josh Powell and Josh
Childress. Pelicans have 2 roster spots open. Twitter @JaredZwerling

Posted by -sting- at 5:50 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

o'b there is an offer of vet min out there. he is wanting a more fair pay scale.

Posted by vava74 at 6:26 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Wroten to the 76's. 

Got to acknowledge once more what brillian job at tanking those guys are doing.

Posted by vava74 at 6:30 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Ivan's situation is ridiculous. 

Ivan is well above average in the NBA. Starter material on non playoff teams and depending on some maturation even for
certain playoff teams.

Posted by The-Truth at 6:36 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Just Talkin Bout LOU 

Josh is gone but we still have LOU 
Don't know why some of these Hawks fans so BLUE 
We knew Lou could BALL 
But apparently, that's not ALL 
The boy'z game now extends to RAP 
For that alone, we must give-up the DAP 
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So Hawks fans, show your luv, chill, listen to his RHYME 
Watch him on the court and have a good ole TIME 
I'm certain and you shall SEE 
The highlight factory will still be rolling, LOU FOR 3!! 

By The Truth 

(Peace I'm out)

Posted by Rick_James at 6:51 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

With enough money you can surround yourself with the right people and buy musical success.Which is why most new music
is only fit for the toilet..Good luck to Lou though I hope the tape does well because if the Hawks dont he and his friends may
have to perform at halftime to sell a few tickets.

Posted by Just-Joe at 7:33 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Wroten for a top-50 protected 2nd rd pick. Just giving that kid away after only a year. 

That Philly team is going to be awful: MCW, Wroten, Turner, Thad, Moultrie, Noel, Kwame, Hawes.

Posted by Steve-W at 8:14 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Congrats to Lou on his personal achievement!

Just joe - yea, I wouldn't want to play them in about 3 years though, especially if they hit with the lottery

This year and maybe next could be pretty bad for them though

Posted by Steve-W at 8:25 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

I find it interesting in Al's Dime mag article:

He thought he and josh had very good chemistry. I think most of us did also

He's looking for big things from Teague

And he acknowledged PF was his natural position, hoped he'd play it, but will play C and do whatever it takes to win

I think in two years our frontline will be nogueira - horford

The season will get started soon...
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Posted by Steve-W at 8:28 p.m. Aug. 22, 2013
Report Abuse

Al's a good player, good contract, hard worker on the court. Glad he's on our team!

I wonder if well go after monroe, favors, cousins, Heyward next season?

And Millsap, great hustle guy, very efficient, gets alot of what I call junk points. But they still count!

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 12:08 a.m. Aug. 23, 2013
Report Abuse

"With such little interest, I think he can be had for the vet min."

I'm guessing that Ivan feels that he has proven that he is better than a minimum salary player and wants to be paid what he
feels he is worth. A team like the Knicks might love to have him at the minimum but he's holding out for more and trying to
use the overseas option for leverage.

I wish Ferry would cut Shelvin Mack and Mike Scott, whose contracts are not guaranteed, and sign Ivan to a two-year deal for
$2m per season with the second year a team option. I don't want Mack soaking up minutes that should go to Schroder and
Scott is not an NBA player. Scott can't guard anybody while Ivan can guard everybody from Dwight Howard to LeBron James.
How is paying Scott $800k to sit on the bench a better value than paying Ivan $2m to be an actual NBA rotation player?

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 12:10 a.m. Aug. 23, 2013
Report Abuse

I mean hey... I'll sit on the bench at Hawks games for only $80k per season. The Hawks can save 90% of Scott's salary and I
will contribute exactly as much as Scott will contribute to the Hawks this year.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 12:24 a.m. Aug. 23, 2013
Report Abuse

"Just giving that kid away after only a year."

Where's all the people that wanted the Hawks to draft Wroten? He's not even worth an unprotected second rounder?

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 12:39 a.m. Aug. 23, 2013
Report Abuse

"The season will get started soon..."
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Ha... not soon enough.

Posted by vava74 at 6:23 a.m. Aug. 23, 2013
Report Abuse

Buddy,

Low risk high reward move by the 76's. 

The will play him a lot and see if he pans out (he has terrific physical talent and some skills but can't shoot). 

Whilst playing him a lot they also secure a lot of losses and a bunch of pinball balls...

Posted by IAW at 8:26 a.m. Aug. 23, 2013
Report Abuse

The fact that a 6th man's mixtape is a blog topic is all you need to know about your new Hawks regime. Mediorce.
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